
FURTHER CLARIFICATIONS ISSUED ON 18.06.2016, ON THE RFP CLOUD 

SERVICE PROVIDER TO BE READ AS PART AND PARCLE OF RFP 

1. RFP States that the Migration of Existing VM’s & data (Presently Hosted with Azure) 

will be in scope of the Cloud Services provider. Can we get the Details of the Existing 

Landscape and expectations around this. 

1. Landscape is LAMP Stack. 

2. Zero loss of data during migration. No loss of service levels. 

3. Only Government applications are on the shared VMs, thus creating a secure       

environment for the Government application. So private/ Community/ 

Commercial applications are not sharing the VMs on which Transport 

application will be hosted, but CSP can host other applications by the 

Government on the same VM where Transport application is hosted.     

2. Postgress:- Is the Postgress DB asked in the RFP (Open source or Licensed Version). 

Ans:  It is open source version.  In the future, we may migrate from LAMP stack to 

any other open source stack.  

3. Ambiguity on The Managed Services :- Who will be Responsible for Providing         

the OS and DB Management. 

Ans: APRTA will manage application and active tasks on the database.  All the other 

managed services are due to the CSP.   

4. RFP States Web and DB Servers as 4-16 Cores  (with RAM Ranging from 1.75 to 

100 GB ) ( How will  calculate the monthly cost , We recommend  to have uniform 

pattern , 1:4 or 1:6 )  

             RFP mentioned below  

         No. of Cores 1 , RAM  1.75 GB  

         No. of Cores  2 , RAM  3.5 GB 

         No. of Cores 4 , RAM       7 GB  

         No. of Cores  8 , RAM     14 GB  

         No. of Cores  16 , RAM   100 GB  

         Ans: You can quote for the next higher tier level. 

5. How many MPLS service providers will get terminated into our DC .  

           Ans: None 



6. What operating system needs to be given Rhel or windows? Or open Linux 

Ans: Redhat Enterprise Linux 

7. What is a Storage for Documents (Line item 5 , Commercial Bid) And Vaulting 

services to APRTA ( Commercial bid Last line Item). 

Ans: Attachments are a integral part of the work flow for APRTA applications. These 

are stored in file server location with meta-data maintained by the application logic.  

Vaulting services for this and database backup may be required for long term storage 

of data. 

8. The Bidder shall have positive net worth of 30 Crores (INR) as on 31st March, 2016, 

and shall have a positive net worth in each of the following years 2014-2015 and 

2015-2016 on hosting of cloud services? 

Ans: It is the positive net worth of the OEM. OEM will have to certify the channel  

         Partner and OEM will be responsible for SLA performance but penalties are due  

         On the other partner. 

9. Operation-ISO 9001-2008 Certified or Latest version   

Ans: All certificates are due on the OEM.  

10. It is request to extend last date for bid submission upto 24.06.2016 or 25.06.2016? 

Ans: No further extension for bid submission last date. And hard copies will be 

submitted at O/o. T.C., A.P, Hyderabad. in 20.06.2016 at 03:00PM. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


